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The criminal underworld of New York City is a dark andbrutal place, but it's never seen horror
likethis... In the opening salvo of this best-sellingseries created by industry legends MARC SI
This first collection of the bestselling series created by MARC SILVESTRI, DAVID WOHL,
BRIAN HABERLIN, and MICHAEL TURNER equips streetwise cop Sara Pezzini with the
mysterious Witchblade, a weapon of prehistoric origin and untold power. As the artifact's
bearer, Sara goes toe to toe with a Machiavellian industrialist, supernatural serial killers, and
far worse, as the supernatural underworld of New York alters the course of her destiny forever.
Gorgeously rendered and painstakingly assembled as the first in a series of absolute collected
editions. When all eight volumes are collected, a special piece of cross-volume connecting
spine art by STJEPAN SEJIC will be revealed. Collects WITCHBLADE #1-19, THE
DARKNESS #9 and 10, TALES OF THE WITCHBLADE #1/2 and 3
Catch up on the Event of the Year! Collects Artifacts #1-#4 along with the Free Comic Book
Day #0 issue and a beautiful cover gallery, behind-the-scenes extras, and much more!
Discover the series that has everyone buzzing with this introductory priced trade paperback
collection released to coincide with the beginning of the second chapter of the yearlong event!
Separately, thirteen mystical Artifacts will guide the fate of the Universe. Together, thirteen
Artifacts will end the Universe. When a mysterious antagonist kidnaps, Hope, the daughter of
Sara Pezzini and Jackie Estacado, Armageddon is put into motion. Starring virtually every
character in the Top Cow Universe, this is a series for diehard fans and new readers alike.
Written by Top Cow Universe architect Ron Marz (Witchblade, Magdalena) and featuring art by
Michael Broussard (The Darkness), this volume collects Artifacts #1-#4 along with the Free
Comic Book Day #0 issue and a beautiful cover gallery, behind-the-scenes extras, and much
more!
story JENKINS, MARZ, HESTER, TIERI, LAPHAM, and FIALKOV art KEOWN, BROUSSARD,
PORTACIO, LUCAS, MONTIEL, and DENHAM cover BROUSSARD The twisted journey of
Jackie Estacado, bearer of The Darkness, an elemental force that allows those who wield it
access to an otherworldly dimension and control over the demons who dwell there, continues!
Follow Jackie as he returns from Hell itself to seek revenge against the Franchetti mob family,
rises to Don, becomes a Kingpin, and falls from grace in these stories by Top Cow's Finest.
Collects THE DARKNESS vol. 2 #1-24, THE DARKNESS vol. 3 #1-10, THE DARKNESS
#75-89 and more!
Celebrating the 25th anniversary of Image Comics and the 20th anniversary of THE
DARKNESS, this special volume collects THE DARKNESS ORIGINS (Issues one through six
and Preview), THE DARKNESS/BATMAN, and THE DARKNESS/SUPERMAN! This is a onetime printing in honor of the anniversaries, so donêt miss out!
.html
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN FULLCOLOR! TODD McFARLANE unleashed his
signaturecreation, SPAWN, in 1992. In doing so, he created the most successfulindependent
comic book in history. Add in collaborations with industry giantsALAN MOORE, FRANK
MILLER, TONY DANIEL, and GRANT MORRISON, and SPAWN'sfuture as a legend
wassealed. Collected now in full color,McFARLANE's hyper-detailed artwork comes to life like
never before. Reliveall the excitement of everyone's favorite anti-hero with this newcollection.
Collects SPAWN#1-50
I am powerful. I am immortal. I can do anything. I am cursed. I am ... The Darkness. Fan
favorite artist, Marc Silvestri, teams up with award winning writer, Garth Ennis, to tell the tale of
a dark legacy fulfilled. On his 21st birthday, mafia hitman, Jackie Estacado inherits a weapon
of vast power-The Darkness. An other-worldly suit of armor that manifests demons to do his
bidding. Volume II - Sibling rivalry is taken to new level when the sister Jackie has always
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hated is granted the power to destroy The Darkness.
She's a secretary, bodyguard, and assassin all rolled into one! Meet Iris, a loyal and ruthlessly
efficient subordinate to her powerful, corporate boss Mr. Ching. In the modern, cutthroat
corporate world, today's CEO needs an intimidating edge to stay on top, and Iris is more than
well-trained to oblige the demand of her employer -- including murder. However, Iris discovers
the man she has dutifully served for most of her life is far more corrupt than the people she is
sworn to protect him from. Now torn between her loyalties to the only person she's ever
served, and the new life she realizes she's ready to explore on her own, she must make a
choice that could ultimately lead to her demise. Iris' treacherous journey for redemption is set
in motion as the entire first volume of the critically acclaimed action-adventure series is
collected here for the very first time!
In a world where Reapers prey on the souls of the living, imprisoning them in the shadow-land
of Mortem, there is one last hope for humanity. Her name is September Mourning. Half human,
half Reaper, she takes the souls of the wicked so the innocent can live again. September has
joined forces with a woman who was murdered and restored to life, and a young blind girl who
sees only the dead. Together, as The Trinity, they set out to fulfill a prophecy that will finally
free all the lost souls trapped in Mortem. In conjunction with the release of this book,
September Mourning will be releasing new music via Sumerian Records which will bring further
life to the storyline. Collects SEPTEMBER MOURNING #1-4
Collects #1-40, Special Preview Edition, The Darkness 1/2, Tales of the Darkness 1/2-4, Tales
of the Darkness 2001 1/2, The Darkness: Wanted Dead, The Darkness/Witchblade 1/2 plus
bonus material! Note: This is a large file (almost 1GB), please make sure you have space on
your device! THE DARKNESS COMPENDIUM VOLUME 1 collects issue #1-#40 plus the
complete run of the TALES OF THE DARKNESS series collected into one volume. See how
The Darkness first manifested itself in bearer mafia hitman Jackie Estacado and made his
world even darker than before!
It's here: the second massive paperback collection of the greatest superhero comic in the
universe! Witness Invincible's transition from new kid on the block to established superhero!
Collects INVINCIBLE #48-96.
"Originally published in single magazine form as The Darkness issues #7-10 and Witchblade
issues #18-19"--Indicia.
Tom Judge has known the world around him is not the world that should exist. He also knows
that Darkness bearer Jackie Estacado is responsible for perverting the universe. Tom is
determined to confront Jackie to set things right, but first he will need Sara, bearer of the
Witchblade, to back him up. Guest starring The Magdalena. Collects Artifacts #24-28.
After sealing off the main artery of an interdimensional black market trade in the supernatural,
Witchblade-bearer Sara Pezzini wears a target on her back. Between Chicago's corrupt elite
and common criminals, everyone wants a piece of the Witchblade - but who will get to her
first?
September Mourning has no past that she can remember, only a strange and shadowy present
filled with the voices of the dead. Turned into a unique hybrid by the former Reaper of the
lonely, injured, and abused, September Mourning is the only human/reaper to exist. Tasked
with reaping the souls of the "worthless" by her mysterious tattoo, September hides and
protects them until she can help them realize the last thing they had left undone in life.
Whether it's aiding souls to expose abusers, find lost loves, or settle old debts, in each case
September is guided by voice of the Skullfly, which only she can hear.
TO PROTECT THE FUTURE, WHAT WILL WE BECOME? The classic series returns in a
reimagining overseen by creator MARC SILVESTRI. In a modern world where humanity is
defined by the technology it creates, a terrorist strikes at the heart of human progress. One of
the few survivors of the attack is a man named Morgan Stryker. Mortally wounded, Stryker's
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life is saved by his employers...but the price could be his humanity itself. Collects CYBER
FORCE issues #1-4.
"There's only one woman capable of tracking down the world's rarest artifacts: Lara Croft.
Armed with her iconic twin pistols, Lara crisscrosses the globe in search of adventure"-Describes and lists the values of popular collectible comics and graphic novels issued from the
1950s to today, providing tips on buying, collecting, selling, grading, and caring for comics and
including a section on related toys and rings.
This first collection of the bestselling series created by MARC SILVESTRI, DAVID WOHL,
BRIAN HABERLIN, and MICHAEL TURNER equips streetwise cop Sara Pezzini with the
mysterious Witchblade, a weapon of prehistoric origin and untold power. As the artifact's
bearer, Sara goes toe to toe with a Machiavellian industrialist, supernatural serial killers, and
far worse, as the supernatural underworld of New York alters the course of her destiny forever.
Gorgeously rendered and painstakingly assembled as the first in a series of absolute collected
editions. Collects WITCHBLADE #1-19, THE DARKNESS #9 & 10, TALES OF THE
WITCHBLADE #1/2 & 3
Collects Witchblade issues #1-50.
This extravaganza features a never-before-seen story and characters, essential Cyberforce
character bio-files, special guest pinups, and the first earthshaking appearance of Stryke
Force!
Jackie Estacado puts his house in order and assumes control of his life with the Darkness.
Jackie's family life in the Franchettis is thrown into upheaval when his uncle Cristo and Cousin
Nicoletta return and bring old feuds with them. Then he discovers he has a twin sister he never
knew right before the Angelus and Sonatine return for a climactic showdown. Family feuds, a
mysterious town called Wyrmwood, and being hunted by Ripclaw. All this and more,
gorgeously rendered and assembled in this second volume of absolute collected editions.
Collects DARKNESS #19-40, WITCHBLADE #36, WITCHBLADE/DARKNESS 9;,
WITCHBLADE/DARKNESS #1, DARKNESS/WITCHBLADE #1, DARKNESS 9; story 2
Sara Pezzini once again possesses the Witchblade, and it's anything but a happy reunion!
Sara and the Witchblade must form an uneasy alliance, as Sara is drawn into deadly
supernatural danger in the small town where she serves as Sheriff. The acclaimed run by
writer Ron Marz and artist Laura Braga continues, offering a perfect mix of horror and crime
drama.

What if the greatest military mind of our generation was born to a people who are
already supremely conditioned to wage war, who know nothing but violence from
birth and must continually adapt to new predators in order to survive? This actionpacked book contains the full story of a city that declares war on a brilliant young
woman pushed to the edge. Collects PILOT SEASON: GENIUS #1 and GENIUS
#1-5.
With the highly anticipated The Darkness video game from 2K just around the
corner, Top Cow is releasing a collection of the best of The Darkness to bring
fans of the video game into the fold. This video game collection reprints the
essential "Coming of Age" origin story arc by Garth Ennis and Marc Silvestri,
which introduced the world to Jackie Estacado, the terrible power and curse
known as The Darkness as well as reprinting "Resurrection," the critically
acclaimed story arc by Paul Jenkins and Dale Keown. Also included in the
volume is bonus material for The Darkness video game. The volume includes
first appearances by Top Cow favorites such as The Angelus, The Brotherhood
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of the Darkness and more.
Focusing especially on American comic books and graphic novels from the
1930s to the present, this massive four-volume work provides a colorful yet
authoritative source on the entire history of the comics medium. • Provides
historical context within individual entries that allows readers to grasp the
significance of that entry as it relates to the broader history and evolution of
comics • Includes coverage of international material to frame the subsets of
American and British comics within a global context • Presents information that
will appeal and be of use to general readers of comics and supply coverage
detailed enough to be of significant value to scholars and teachers working in the
field of comics
The saga continues, celebrating the 25th anniversary of WITCHBLADE! In this
second absolute collection of the bestselling original series, New York cop Sara
Pezzini falls further down the supernatural rabbit hole of ancient artifacts,
illuminati industrialists, and all manner of occult outlaws. But while the mysterious
power of the Witchblade has chosen Sara as its bearer, she's less convinced of
her qualifications. When an opportunity to surrender the gauntlet and live a
normal life presents itself, she just might take it! Plus, witness the birth of the
shared Top Cow Universe, as THE DARKNESS makes its first crossover
appearance. Collects WITCHBLADE #20-36, TALES OF THE WITCHBLADE
#4-8, WITCHBLADE INFINITY one-shot, WITCHBLADE/DARKNESS #1,
DARKNESS/WITCHBLADE #1, and DARKNESS #28
The criminal underworld of New York City is a dark and brutal place, but it's never
seen horror like this... In the opening salvo of this bestselling series, created by
industry legends MARC SILVESTRI and GARTH ENNIS, up-and-coming
mobster Jackie Estacado discovers a nightmarish new inheritanceÑthe
supernatural power known only as the Darkness! Weighing his conscience
against the ability to mold the shadows to his will, Jackie finds himself dealing
with worse than the usual wiseguys: an ancient cult, an angelic archenemy, and
the corrupting consequences of the demonic entity empowering him. All this and
more, gorgeously rendered and painstakingly assembled in the first of a series of
absolute collected editions Collects DARKNESS #1-18, TALES OF THE
DARKNESS #1-4 and 1/2, DARKNESS: PRELUDE #1, WITCHBLADE #10, #18
and 19
The spotlight shines on Top Cow founder Marc Silvestri in this very special art
collection. Silvestri's career blossomed during runs on Uncanny X-Men and
Wolverine and in the early 1990s, he revolutionized the comics industry when he
co-founded Image Comics and created such hit properties as Cyberforce,
Witchblade, and The Darkness. This oversized art book, offered now in softcover,
showcases some of Silvestri's favorite, most popular, and most iconic images
from his illustrious career.
Collects The Darkness #7-10 as well as Witchblade #18-19. Go back to the
beginning and see 21-year-old mob hitman Jackie Estacado struggle with the
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power and the burden of The Darkness. Also collected in this edition is the first
crossover between The Darkness and Witchblade in the fan favorite 'Family Ties'
storyline. Featuring art by Top Cow founder Marc Silvestri and superstar Joe
Benitez (Soulfire, Titans).
"Like so many other twenty-somethings, Danielle Baptiste is trying to find her
place in the world. But for Dani, that also means bearing up under the burden of
acting as host for one of the universe's primal forces-- The Angelus! Returning to
her hometown of New Orleans with her friend and romantic interest Finch, Dani
must face an attack from her ancient enemy, the Darkness, as well as a betrayal
by the very warriors who pledged to serve her. Will Dani take wing as the
Angelus-- or crash and burn?" -- p. [4] of cover.
The saga continues, celebrating the 25th Anniversary of Witchblade! In this second absolute
collection of the best-selling original series, New York cop Sara Pezzini falls further down the
supernatural rabbit hole of ancient artifacts, illuminati industrialists, and all manner of occult
outlaws. But while the mysterious power of the Witchblade has chosen Sara as its bearer,
she's less convinced of her qualifications. When an opportunity to surrender the gauntlet and
live a normal life presents itself, she just might take it! Plus, witness the birth of the shared Top
Cow Universe, as the Darkness makes its first crossover appearance. Collects WITCHBLADE
#20-36, TALES OF THE WITCHBLADE #4-8, WITCHBLADE INFINITY one-shot,
WITCHBLADE/DARKNESS #1, DARKNESS/WITCHBLADE #1, and DARKNESS #28.
There's nothing like going back to the beginning and reading it all over again! The Darkness
Compendium Volume 1 collects the first 40 issues of one of Top Cow Productions' flagship
books, plus the complete run of the Tales of The Darkness series collected into one trade
paperback. See how The Darkness first appeared and threw Jackie into the chaotic world of
the supernatural. Plus, get the first appearances of The Magdalena and more!
Includes The Darkness Volume 1 Special Preview Edition and The Darkness #1-6. Mafia
hitman Jackie Estacado was both blessed and cursed on his 21st birthday when he inherited
the power of The Darkness, an elemental force that allows those who wield it access to an
otherworldly dimension and control over the demons who dwell there. Forces for good in the
world rise up to oppose Jackie and what his gift represents, but in this story, they are the bad
guys. The sold out origin story by Garth Ennis (Punisher, Preacher) and Marc Silvestri (X-Men:
Messiah Complex) is presented here.
Following the success of "The Art of The Darkness," Top Cow proudly presents "The Art of
Witchblade "Art Book with pieces by all of the key artists who have worked on the series over
it's 10+ year history.
After millions of views on DeviantArt, this popular web comic finally gets its own series. A
teenage girl gets a mighty artifact that grants her immense powers...the catch? It's a bit
haunted! This self-contained "universe" includes Artifacts and characters from other series
(with permission!) in a delectably STJEPAN SEJIC fashion!
Police officer Sara Pezzini busts a group of drug dealers. While interrogating one of them she
learns of a sinister party going on downtown. Later, at the party, Kenneth Irons, a man who has
used illegal means to gain fame and fortune, is planning on giving away a powerful item called
the Witchblade. He desires to find out who is the one worthy of it and to control both it and its
wielder. Sara sneaks in to the party to find out what's going on, but unknown to her so does her
partner, Michael. Michael is captured - Sara leaps to save him from being shot, but they both
get hit by the hail of bullets. The Witchblade - seeing her heroism - latches on to her, saving
her life and all its power goes to Sara Pezzini. It seems she was the one it sought.
This volume picks up where the first one left off, as Jackie Estacado, bearer of The Darkness,
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returns from Hell itself to gain revenge on his former mob family for the death of his one true
love, Jenny.
The best Darkness art by the biggest names in the business collected in an oversized format
for art aficionados worldwide. No text, no ads. Just covers, pinups, video game development
art, collectible cards, sketches and other rarely seen images of the Darkness. With one
hundred issues and a decade of work to choose from, you can bet this is going to be stunning!
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